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a b s t r a c t

Presently, BlockChain (BC) gained significant interest because of its undeniable nature and related
advantages of security and privacy, BC has the power to resolve the limitations of Internet of Things
(IoT) such as data protection and privacy. At the same time, BC has high computation complexity,
restricted scalability, high bandwidth overhead and latency that is unsuitable to IoT. In this paper,
efficient Lightweight integrated Blockchain (ELIB) model is developed to meet necessitates of IoT. The
presented model is deployed in a smart home environment as an important illustration to verify its
applicability in various IoT scenarios. The resource constrained resources in a smart home takes the
advantages from a centralized manager which generates shared keys to transmit data, process every
incoming and outgoing requests. The presented ELIB model generates an overlay network where highly
equipped resources can merges to a public BC which verifies dedicated security and privacy. A set
of three optimizations are carried out in the presented ELIB model include lightweight consensus
algorithm, certificateless (CC) cryptography and Distributed Throughput Management (DTM) scheme. A
detailed simulation takes place under different scenarios in terms of processing time, energy usage and
overhead. The ELIB attains a total of 50% saving in processing time on comparing to baseline method
with the minimum energy consumption of 0.07mJ. The obtained experimental outcome indicated that
the ELIB shows maximum performance under several evaluation parameters.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Recently, the field of BlockChain (BC) becomes more familiar
which keeps hold of structured peer to peer digital ledger Ts and
distribute the T details to all coordinated nodes in the chain [1].
The concept of centralization is eliminated in BC network. The
nodes in the network regularly monitor the new Ts in the net-
work and activate the remaining nodes to participate in the
network. The computationally complicated, complicate-to-solve
and easy-to-verify puzzle are the various processes managed by
the new block in BC and this new block have been enhanced
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to solve all the complicated puzzle in the network. The unreli-
able nodes are motivated by the trustless consensus algorithm
by the new puzzle. The consensus algorithm has the specific
computation resources and manages the number of blocks to
get activated by the node. The blocks in the network has been
restricted to get mined in order to protect the node from adver-
saries mining of blocks. The new coming node (miners) has to
solve the puzzle and this puzzle is not same for all the available
nodes. It is randomly generated to all available new miners. The
existing Consensus algorithm is been based with the following
techniques Proof of Work (POW) [2] or Proof of Stake (POS) [3]
is been typically implemented by the Existing BC. The POS tech-
nique needs is highly complicated and needs memory resources
to solve a cryptography puzzle. In addition, the POW request
high computational resources and the encrypted message are
communicated between the nodes to protect the nodes against
eavesdropping. The encrypted message is decrypted by the Public
Keys (PK) and these PK is randomly changed in BC and these are
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process is continuously updated to protect the nodes from the
adversaries. The BC is implemented in a cryptocurrency termed
as Bitcoin and the techniques have been broadly distributed in
other cryptocurrencies called as altcoins [4]. The BC technology
has been explored in non-economical applications like medicinal
field, safety to swarm of robots, and so on [5,6]. This paper have
designed in such a way that the new BC techniques can resolve
the security and privacy issues to the devices linking billions
of daily usage devices to the Internet called Internet of Things
(IoT). The overview of BC network architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
The traditional security and privacy techniques are found to be
unsuccessful to IoT because of the issues mentioned below [7]:

• Resource constraints: The various resource-dependent pa-
rameters are computation, bandwidth and memory which
are limited in the IoT devices and these features are ineffi-
cient to fulfill the complicated security issues.

• Centralization: Centralized brokered T structured in the cur-
rent IoT in which every device is monitored, verified, iden-
tified and are linked via cloud servers. The scalability issues
in Current IoT ecosystem and cannot connect the billions
of devices. The above setback will make a Cloud servers to
remain obstruct during a failure and interrupt in the whole
network.

• Lack of privacy: Current IoT applications postulated a con-
cise content to the Service Providers (SP) for receiving cus-
tomized services. The traditional privacy preserving tech-
niques depends upon the noisy informative or reviewed data
to the data requestor [8].

The BC technology has various advantages and various chal-
lenging techniques are presented to resolve the same issues in
IoT. The presented techniques of BC are not manageable to de-
velop the IoT applications because of complex consensus algo-
rithms, security overhead, throughput and latency. There are
lots of researches done and detailed surveyed in the domain
of IoT security and privacy takes place [9–15]. [9] projected a
peer-to-peer host identity protocol to secure IoT. The projected
Host Identity protocol (HIP) reduces the 40 bytes to a maxi-
mum of 25 bytes in the header size of the Low Power Wireless
Personal Area Networks (6LowPAN) and these redundant data
have been eliminated by minimizing the network overhead as
well as removing unnecessary header fields. The researchers also
projected a lightweight key distribution approach by the distri-
bution of key among the low resource IoT devices and users [16–
20]. To overcome the resource constraints, the high resource
availability device is over placed on the low resource devices.
The high resource is computationally lightweight for some ap-
plications, eliminating the 6LowPAN and HIP header fields for
minimizing the functionalities. The most prominent issue is the
scalability approach and is limited to the high resource devices
and must be within wireless range of every IoT devices. [10]
projected a new reliable and access control method to give au-
thenticated support to build IoT secure against unreliable users
and access. The projected approach is based on two authentica-
tion authorities namely: (i) Registration Authority (RA), and (ii)
Home Registration Authority (HRA).

The devices and the users are designed separately for the
reliable and authentication process where the authentication for
the devices and users are done separately. The RA process is
developed to assist the authentication procedure for the devices.
The users are registered with separate techniques HRA. The pro-
cess of RA is when a user wants to get the information from a
specific device. The user sends the request message as the pri-
mary message to particular device. Then, the RA checks the user is
an authenticated user with HRA and sends the acknowledgment
to the required user. Once the authenticated user is recognized

by the sender, then the reliable shared keys is communicated
between the sender and receiver device. The projected security
analysis is the best security model compared to the man-in the
middle attack. Fundamentally, each device is integrated with the
RA. Then, each and every specific user has a corresponding HRA
and these two said techniques are used as the bottleneck for
scalability. In the proposed ELIB technique, it is designed as a
tiered structure and the whole nodes in the network are managed
by a single public BC and manage the nodes in a distributed
manner. The LBM manages the overlay nodes and the devices
to manage the smart homes in an independent way. The LBM
is used specifically for the smart phones. The projected tech-
niques achieve better security attack compared to the existing
techniques.

On the other hand, Bitcoin is structured as a decentralized
authority providing a higher level of security and privacy to the
users. In the year 2013, a new BC techniques called Ethereum had
been projected [3] to provide high security and privacy which
techniques generate smart contracts with a small fee. Ethereum
BC is vividly used in many applications in recent domains like
agriculture [11], crowd funding [12], and micro blogging [13]. [14]
projected a framework which helps the energy producers for ne-
gotiating the selling price with their customer and mark a feasible
contract to do the better sale. The proposed framework Distri-
bution System Operator (DSO) entails that the trade is highly
confidential and does not allow producer or customer to follow
their contract. The double spending had been prevented by a lock
key. The broad category of the adversaries is overcome by the
projected framework and it is clearly said in the Security analysis.
The above architecture endures a low scalability and broadcasts
every T and block to entire network. The above setbacks are
overcome by the ELIB, the techniques overcome by restricting
the node count to handle BC. The researchers in [15] projected
a BC-based multi-tier architecture to exchange the data from
the IoT devices with organizations and people. Though various
models have been presented, there is still a need to enhance the
performance of the authentication systems. It is also needed to
develop a model incurring low overhead, energy consumption
and processing time.

This paper presents an efficient Lightweight integrated
Blockchain (ELIB) model is developed to meet necessitates of
secure IoT. The presented model is deployed in a smart home
environment as an important illustration to verify its applicability
in various IoT scenarios [21]. The presented model contains two
major levels namely smart home and overlay. The presented
ELIB model operates in three levels namely (i) consensus algo-
rithm, certificateless cryptography (CC) method and Distributed
Throughput Management (DTM) scheme. The consensus algo-
rithm restricts the number of new blocks created by cluster heads
(CHs) in a tunable consensus period. For reducing the compu-
tational overhead linked with ensuring new blocks which are
appended to public BC, ELIB make use of CC method. At the end,
the DTM scheme is presented to alter particular system variables
in a dynamic way for ensuring the throughput of the public BC is
not considerably varies from the T load in the network. A detailed
simulation takes place under different scenarios and the obtained
experimental outcome indicated that the ELIB shows maximum
performance under several evaluation parameters.

The remaining structure of the paper is arranged here. Sec-
tion 2 elaborates the ELIB model in detail. Section 3 discusses the
experimental validation and Section 4 draws the highlights of the
ELIB model.
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Fig. 1. Overview of BC architecture.

2. Proposed ELIB model

The presented ELIB model involves two basic concepts as
shown in Fig. 2. The T is a fundamental element to exchange
control information between any entities. It is also noted that
the data flow is entirely different from Ts. Next, block manager
(BM) is another element which has the capability to manage BC.
It comprises three processes namely generating, verifying and
storing every Ts and blocks of Ts. The functionalities of BMs
in overlay and smart home tiers are not identical which are
discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Overlay

Here, every individual node in the overlay is called as PK. The
nodes utilize a new PL for generating every new T for ensuring
anonymity. The overlay contains a number of different elements
called as overlay nodes, includes a smart home (indicated as
Local BM (LBM), mobility entities, Service Provider (SP) servers,
and cloud storages (utilized by smart home components to store
data). The overlay network considers a significant number of
nodes. Hence, for ensuring scalability, it is assumed that the
public BC is controlled using a group of the overlay nodes. It
is also assumed that the clustering technique is employed for
grouping the nodes intro cluster where every cluster elects a
Cluster Head (CH). The CH generally performs the action of BC
management and called as Overlay Block Mangers (OBMs). In
addition, CH processes the inflow and outflow of Ts which are
created from or to their cluster members. A node is chosen as a
CH is likely to stay online for an extensive time period and also
it should have enough resources to process blocks and Ts. As the
basic processes are carried out by the CHs, ELIB is not affected by
IoT device dynamics.

Ts which are created by the overlay nodes are kept safe by
the use of various functions. The Ts in the overlay undergo clas-
sification into (i) single signature Ts and (ii) multisig Ts contain
the signature of Rr as well as Re. In addition, most of the Ts in
ELIB are multisig and is depicted in Fig. 3. The identifier holds

the initial field of the T and the next field is occupied by a
pointer to the earlier T of the similar Rr node. Hence, every
T generated using a Rr is linked altogether. The next signature
is included during the reception of the T from the Rr. The 7th
field indicates the T output and is fixed by the Rr which has a
set of three components such as number of Ts created by the
Rr has been received by Re, number of Ts avoided by Re and
hash of the PK that the Rr that is used for subsequent T . The
initial 2 fields offer past details which are essential to compute
the Rr’s reputation level. The final field is needed for further
authentication of the Rr as the overlay nodes can modify the PK
employed to generate every new T . The last field in a multisig T
offers details related to the specific action. An individual signature
T possess a unique structure, however, it does not exclude the
Re PK and signature, metadata, and outputs [0] and [1] since a
single overlay node is included. It is noted that multisig and single
signature Ts undergo organization as individual ledgers because
the corresponding output is not identical.

In ELIB model, both data as well as T flow are kept apart.
Hence, in reply to accessing or monitoring the T , the Re device
transmits the data to the Rr in an individual data packet once it is
ensured that the Rr has authorization for accessing data. Likewise,
to store T , the data generated by the Rr is transmitted definitely
from T . In contrast to Ts which broadcast the data, data packets
are unicast and could be sent through the optimum routes via
overlay network [22].

The overlay Ts are saved in the public BC which is controlled
by the OBMs. Every block in the BC comprises of two major
elements such as Ts and block header. The former element holds
the hash of earlier block, block generator ID, and verifier sig-
natures. The hash of the earlier block in the public BC verifies
the nature of immutability. When an attacker tries to modify an
earlier saved T , then the hash of the equivalent block is saved in
the subsequent block will no longer be reliable and interpret the
attack. The ‘‘block generator ID’’ and ‘‘signatures of the verifiers’’
fields are explained here. The multiple Ts are linked and undergo
processing as a single block. Every block can save a maximum of
T_max Ts. The value of T max has influence the BC performance
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Fig. 2. Process of storing, observing and monitoring Ts.

Fig. 3. Multisig T .

in such a way that with higher T_max, many Ts are saved in an
individual block.

Once the OBM gets a TY , it initially verifies whether the Re of
this T is present in the cluster. The OBM has a key list (basically
access control list) comprising of Rr/Re PK pairs that denotes the
Rrs which allows the transmission of Ts to particular Res. This key
list gets updated through a cluster member for giving permission
to other overlay nodes for sending Ts to it. A Re might fix the Rr
value in OBM key list as ‘‘broadcast ’’ that indicates the reception
of every T which contains its PK as the Re PK. When the Rr and
Re of the incoming TY match to the entry from the list of keys,
then the OBM transmits the T to the Re (that lies inside a cluster
and hence straightaway linked to the OBM). When the Re in Y

do not belongs to the cluster present in OBM , then the T will be
broadcasted to every other OBM . Every pending T is saved in a T
pool at every OBM. In case of the running pool size is equivalent
to Tmax, then OBM initiate the procedure of generating a new
block by the use of consensus technique.

2.2. Consensus algorithm

In ELIB, a time-dependent consensus technique is presented to
replace the existing resource-intensive methods like PoW and PoS
which are generally employed in BC . The consensus technique en-
sures that a block generator is arbitrarily chosen between nodes
and is restricted to the number of blocks which can be gener-
ated. For introducing arbitrary nature between block generators,
every OBM has to wait for an arbitrary amount of time called
as waiting-period before the process of new block creation. As
the waiting-period varies for every OBM, an OBM can get a fresh
block generated by another OBM which holds few or every Ts
that presently lies in the pool of Ts of the OBM . At this point, the
OBM should eliminate the Ts from its pool since it is saved in BC
by other OBM . It is required to OBMs for waiting for an arbitrary
time period and also minimizes the waiting period arbitrarily
and decreases the number of duplicate blocks which is created
concurrently. On the generation of new block is created, it will be
broadcasted to another overlay nodes so that it could be included
to the BC .

For protecting the overlay against a malicious OBM might
significantly create a massive block count with false Ts leads
to an appending attack, the periodicity with which OBM create
blocks is limited so that only an individual block can be created
over an interval indicated by a consensus period. The default
(and maximum) value for consensus-period is 10 min that is
identical to the mining duration. A least value of consensus-
period is identical to double the highest end-to-end delay in the
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Fig. 4. The structure of the local IL.

overlay for ensuring that there is enough time to disseminate
blocks produced by other OBMs.

Each OBM monitors the frequency of another OBMs which
produces blocks. Some of the non-compliant blocks are elimi-
nated and the trust linked with the accountable OBM is reduced.
For preventing OBMs from always maintaining a lower waiting-
period, the nearby OBMs check that an OBM creates fresh blocks
in the beginning of the waiting-period. When the number of those
blocks crosses a threshold, the OBMs discards the blocks created
by their neighbor depending upon the application.

2.3. CC method

CC method is applied in the BC-based IoT systems. The pub-
lic ledger of BC model provides a suitable way of broadcasting
any IoT device’s public key. In addition, the CC model mainly
decreases the repetitiveness provided by classical models and it
provides an effective process of authenticating the IoT devices. By
the use of CC, verification of IoT devices will be simply done. For
instance, when an IoT device post a T with the signature using
private key SKA, and includes its public key PKA and IDIDA to the
T . A miner can verify that: (1) this T is really signed with a private
key linked to PKA, and (2) PKA does belong to IDA. By this manner,
it can be simply ensured that the T is generated by the IoT device
with IDA.

In CC, a key generation center (KGC) produces a partial private
key depending upon the identity of the user. The user makes use
of partial private key and its secret value for establishing a private
key. As the secret value is known only to the end-user, KGC
does not have the ability to determine the private key. The user
generates the public key depending upon the secret value and
makes it public. Here, a set of five important steps are presented
to establish the keys PKA and SKA for a user A.
Step 1: Setup(1λ) → (K ,MSK ): Setup function gets the security
parameter λ and gives the system parameters K and secret master
key MSK . It is executed using KGC and it can recognize the MSK
value.
Step 2: PSkeyGen(K , IDA,MSK ) → (PSKA): Partial private key
(PPK) generation technique receives the system parameters K ,
a user A’s identity IDA ∈ {0, 1}∗, and MSK , and gives PPK. It is
executed using KGC and the output will be transported to entity
A.
Step 3: SValGen(K , IDA) → (XA): Secret value generation algo-
rithm receives the system parameters K and user A’s identity IDA,
and provides secret value XA. This technique gets executed by the
user and XA is transformed the partial private key to a private key.
This technique gets executed by the user.
Step 4: SKeyGen(K , PSKA, XA) → (SKA). Private key generation
technique receives the input as system parameters K , the PPK
PSKA and the secret value XA, and return the private key SKA. This
technique gets executed by the user and only this user knows his
private key.
Step 5: PKeyGen(K , XA) → PKA: The public key generation tech-
nique receives the system parameter K and secret value XA for

constructing the public key PKA. This technique gets executed by
the user and PKA broadcasted to the public.

2.4. Distributed throughput management (DTM)

The traditional consensus techniques employed in BC restrict
the throughput of BC that is determined as the total T count saved
in BC for every second, as resolving the cryptographic puzzle
is highly demanding. For example, Bitcoin BC is restricted to
a set of seven Ts per second due to POW [23]. For IoT , these
restrictions are not acceptable as diverse number of interactions
is present among different number of nodes. InELIB, a Distributed
Throughput Management (DTM) scheme is determined to effi-
ciently observe the BC exploitation and buildsuitablemodifica-
tionfor ensuring that it still remain in a limited range. During
the closure of each consensus-period, every OBM determine the
utilization (α) as the ratio of the number of fresh Ts created to
the number of Ts appended to the BC . It is noted that every T and
blocks are broadcasted to every OBM, the utilization determined
by every OBM which are identical to one another. The main
intention of DTM is to verify that α stays in a particular desirable
range (αmin, αmax). A network with a collection of N nodes is
assumed which contains a M number of OBMs and R indicates
the average rate during the generation of node’s Ts takes placed.
The utilization can be determined using Eq. (1):

α =
N ∗ R ∗ Consensus − period

T_max ∗ M
(1)

Here, Eq. (1) suggested that there exist two different methods
through the adjustment of utilization can takes place: (i) mod-
ifying the consensus-period that dictate the occurrence of the
number of block included in the BC; or (ii) modifying M , since
every OBM generates an individual block inside the consensus-
period. The next one imposes high overhead since it needs to
reconfigure the whole overlay network. Hence, when α exceeds α
max, in the initial instance, DTM verifies whether the consensus-
period could be decreased. At that point, the new value for the
consensus period is determined by the use of above equation and
considers that α is equivalent to the middle point of the specified
range (αmin, αmax) that verifies a stable operating point for the
network. In contrast, when the consensus-period could not be
decreased, it is needed to recluster using a new M value which
also is determined using Eq. (1). This characteristic enables the
ELIB model to achieve scalability where an increased number of
participating nodes delivers higher throughput.

2.5. Smart home

Smart home contains a set of different IoT devices controlled
by the use of a Local BM(LBM). As the IoT devices are gener-
ally limited in resources, the encryption of local T takes place
by the use of symmetric encryption, for which a shared key
is generated among two parties, and utilize lightweight crypto-
graphic hash function. In every smart home, the ELIB controls
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the local Immutable Ledger (IL) that is identical to the format to
a BC, and process local as well as overlay Ts which are produced
from smart home. The ELIB model can be linked to the Internet
gateway or an individual middlebox F − secure [24] that plays an
intermediate role among the IoT devices and gateway.

The local IL save every local T and the overlay Ts for which
the Re is the ELIB model. As depicted in Fig. 4, every block
in the local IL comprises a block and policy header. The block
header manages the hash of the preceding block for ensuring
immutable nature identical to the public BC. The policy header is
present in the form of an Access Control List (ACL) that represents
the rules to process local as well as overlay Ts. As seen in the
figure, the policy header contains a set of four parameters. The
‘‘Requester ’’ indicates the ID of the entity which generates the T .
To receive any incoming overlay Ts that are mutisig Ts which can

be PK of the Rr. The second variable in the policy header rep-
resents the permitted action that includes any of the following:
store locally, store cloud, access,monitor, and monitor periodic. The
third variable indicates the target device.

Every T is saved in the T part of IL for auditing. In every T , a set
of five fields are saved as shown in Fig. 4. Every smart home is
linked to a local storage space where a device acts as a backup
drive which is utilized by smart home devices for local data
storage. It can be linked to the ELIB or it could be an individual
device. It is considered that the local storage is sage. It is also
assumed that a smart device is enabled to save data to the local
storage, ELIB creates a shared key which is utilized by the device
for authentication with the storage.
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3. Performance evaluation

This section provides a detailed validation of different view of
ELIB. A set of two simulation tools namely Cooja and Network
Simulator 3 (NS3) is used for simulation purposes. In simulation,
a set of 50 overlay nodes are considered in a network. A set of five
Rrs are considered which creates a total of 4 Ts per second. A set
of two main measures used for evaluation namely POW process-
ing time and overhead. The POW processing time indicates the
amount of time consumed by an off-the-shelf device for resolving
POW and the value should be low for better performance. Next,
the overhead indicates the processing time for every transaction
from when a transaction is attained till the proper reply is given
to the requester. The value of overheads should be low to indicate
better results.

3.1. POW processing time

Firstly, a detailed investigation of the time consumption is
made by an off-the-shelf device for resolving POW. The POW
processing time indicates the amount of time con. The ineffi-
ciency of employing traditional BC and PoW is presented in the
IoT context. Every block in the Bitcoin BC contains a nonce linked
to it. The miner necessitates a searching process for finding the
proper nonce so that the entire block fulfills a particular random
condition. Especially, it is needed that the SHA-256 hash of the
block holds a particular number of leading zeros. An easiest way
to identify the proper nonce is the use of brute force. The leading
0’s count manages the limitation to solve POW. When the se-
quence length is long, higher amount of resource and processing
time is needed to handle the puzzle. The POS is simulated using
C++ to analyze the processing time to solve the puzzle with
two limitations. The conventional IoT devices are highly resource
limited comparable to laptop, hence, the performance attained
are conservative upper bounds that one can expect with IoT
devices. A total of 2.3 s is needed to solve POW with 6 leading
0’s. By extending the length of 0’s to 7, the processing time gets
increased to 29.22 min. Presently, Bitcoin with the blocks of 17 0’s
requires exponentially long time to solve in a general laptop. The
experimental values ensured that solving the POW as utilized in
Bitcoin leads to more delay on laptop class devices, hence, ensure
the design choice of avoiding POW in ELIB model.

3.2. Smart home results

It utilizes IPv6 over 6LoWPAN as the fundamental communica-
tion protocol, as it is highly applicable to the resource limitations
in a smart home environment. A set of three z1 mote sensors are
simulated that transmits the data straightly to ELIB at every 10 s.
Every simulation will last for 180 s and the outcome is average
in the time period. The cloud storage is straightly linked to ELIB
for storage purposes. For providing a detailed validation, store
and access Ts are simulated. To store a T , a set of 2 diverse and
real time traffic flow patterns are employed namely periodic and
query based.

In periodic type, every device will regularly save data on the
cloud storage. And, in query based, every device will save the data
upon receiving a user query, for instance, a tenant or house owner
can query a connected security camera for checking whether any-
one reached the door. Here, a set of two measures namely time
overhead and energy consumption are measured and are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 correspondingly. The time overhead indicates
the amount of time needed to process every T in LBM and is
determined upon the reception of a T in LBM till proper reply
is transmitted to the Rr. Next, the energy consumption is defined
as the amount of energy spent by the LBM to process the Ts.

Fig. 5 displays the performance of the ELIB model in terms of
time overhead. The ELIB models needs more time for packet pro-
cessing when comparable to the baseline which has the feature of
extra encryption and hashing functions. In the poor case for the
query-based store T , extra overhead incurred by ELIB is 20 ms
that is extremely low in absolute terms. An energy consumption
analysis is made as shown in Fig. 6. A total energy of 0.07 mJ is
spent by the ELIB method.

Another experimental analysis is made in terms of packet
overhead under varying number of OBMs and the comparative
analysis is shown in Fig. 7. As shown in figure, it is clear that a
minimum of 200 kB packet overhead is attained by the presented
ELIB model whereas a maximum of 300 kB packet overhead is
achieved by the baseline method. At the same time, a total of
minimum of 550 kB packet overhead is obtained by the presented
ELIB model whereas a maximum of 600 kB packet overhead is
achieved by the baseline method under the presence of 7 OBMs.
In the same way, a total of minimum of 1650 kB packet overhead
is attained by the presented ELIB model whereas a maximum
of 1700 kB packet overhead is achieved by the baseline method
under the presence of 10 OBMs. Likewise, a total of minimum of
4500 kB packet overhead is attained by the presented ELIB model
whereas a maximum of 4950 kB packet overhead is achieved by
the baseline method under the presence of 20 OBMs.

It is recalled that in Bitcoin every overlay nodes controls the BC
in a distributed way. In contrast, the BC management is restricted
to choose overlay nodes, i.e., OBMs. It is noted that the baseline
method effectively detects the attack as every T in a block is
verified and the results are depicted in Fig. 8. It is obsolete that
the number of successful attacks gets significantly reduced with
an increase in number of OBM. It is expected that packet overhead
gets increased with an increase in number of OBM. It is known
that every T in traditional BC should undergo verification by
the use of an overlay node. Contrastingly, ELIB make use of CC
scheme where the T count which should be verified get gradually
decreased since OBM creates the trust in one another. Here, the
processing time to validate fresh blocks in ELIB with a baseline
scheme identical to the traditional BC.

The experimentation runs for a total of 3 min and the results
are shows for an average of 10 rounds. The total amount of
time needed by every OBM for validating a fresh block is shown
in Fig. 9. Every another task is disregarded compared to the
evaluation of other processes (e.g. ensuring key lists, generating
fresh blocks, and so on) compared to the evaluation of fresh
blocks since the earlier method is not influenced using the CC
method.

Fig. 9 shows the processing time as a function of the number
of blocks successfully verified. From this figure, it is shown that
the processing time is identical for every method since OBMs
have yet to gain trust from one another. But, as the time gets
progressed and many blocks are created and ensured, the OBM
creates straight trust in one another. As a result, only a fraction
of the whole T in a fresh block needs to be ensured in ELIB that
eliminates the processing time compared to the baseline, where
every T in the block are ensured. In addition, when the number
of blocks gets verified is increased, consequently less number of
Ts is also required to be ensured since the trust in other OBMs
continues to rise. In steady state, the ELIB attains a total of 50%
saving in processing time on comparing to baseline method with
the minimum energy consumption of 0.07 mJ. At the same time,
it has a minimum 4500 kB packet overhead under the presence
of 20 OBMs. A detailed simulation takes place under different
scenarios and the obtained experimental outcome indicated that
the ELIB shows maximum performance under several evaluation
parameters.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of time overhead in the LBM.

Fig. 6. Evaluation of energy consumption.

Fig. 7. Assessing the impact of packet overhead.

4. Conclusion

This paper has focused on BC, an efficient technique which
offers security and privacy in IoT, its application in the IoT context

offers diverse considerable issues includes computation complex-
ity, bandwidth, delay and overhead. This paper has presented
an ELIB model is developed to meet necessitates of security and
privacy in IoT. The presented model is deployed in a smart home
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Fig. 8. Impact of the number of OBM on attack success percentage.

Fig. 9. Average processing time on OBMs for validating fresh blocks.

environment as an important illustration to verify its applicabil-
ity in various IoT scenarios. The presented model contains two
major levels namely smart home and overlay. The presented ELIB
model operates in three levels namely consensus algorithm, CC
model and DTM scheme. A detailed simulation takes place under
different scenarios. In steady state, the ELIB attains a total of 50%
saving in processing time on comparing to baseline method with
the minimum energy consumption of 0.07 mJ. At the same time,
it has a minimum 4500 kB packet overhead under the presence
of 20 OBMs. The obtained experimental outcome indicated that
the ELIB shows maximum performance under several evaluation
parameters. In future, the proposed work can be improved with
an intention to minimize the energy consumption and undergo
deployment in diverse applications.
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